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Abstract. This paper describes a system for reasoning about robotic assembly tasks. The
first element of this system is a facility for itemizing the constraints which determine the
admissible orderings over the activities to be sequenced. The second element is a facility
which partitions the activities into independent subtasks and produces a set of admissible
strategies for each. Finally the system has facilities for constructing an admissible sequence
of activities which is consistent with the given constraints. This can be done off-line, in
advance of task execution, or it can be done incrementally, at execution time, according
to conditions in the execution environment. The language of temporal constraints and
the methods of inference presented in related papers are summarized. It is shown how
functional and spatial relationships between components impose temporal constraints on
the order of assembly and how temporal constraints then imply admissible strategies and
feasible sequences.
Introduction
Construction of the Space Station requires an unprecedented degree of advanced plan-
ning and scheduling. The sequence of construction activities must be consistent with the
functional and spatial relationships between the components of the space station, it must
be consistent with feasible methods for delivering and fabricating the structure, and it
must be consistent with high-level schedules and timetables. It must be possible to pro-
duce schedules which satisfy these constraints and it must be possible to quickly produce
revised schedules in the event of problems and delays.
In this context the problem is not simply to produce a single schedule of construction
activities, but rather to carry the production plan through multiple levels of refinement.
In its most general form the plan may be simply a collection of the constraints which
must be satisfied. After some refinement the plan may be partitioned into independent
subtasks and the plans for those subtasks may be factored into strategies. Ultimately, all
of the construction activities will be mapped onto intervals of a timeline. When problems
or delays occur it should be possible to revise the schedule according to the constraints
imposed by a higher level in the scheduling hierarchy. This view of planning and scheduling
is supported by a system for reasoning about robotic assembly tasks described below.
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The Representation of Robotic Assembly Tasks
Robotic assembly is fundamentally a serial process. Although the steps of an as-
sembly can be ordered in a variety of ways, a robot typicMly performs an assembly one
step at a time. This has two important implications. First, the analysis of assembly
tasks is simplified. Problems of synchronization and concurrency are found only in the
interaction between processes not within the assembly task itself. Second, the execu-
tion of assembly tasks is simplified. The flexibility in the ordering of the assembly steps
can be exploited to adapt the sequence of operations to execution time conditions [Fox
and Kempf, 1986a]. However, the ability to reason about the execution of an assembly
task depends intimately upon the form and content of some abstract representation of
that task. Proposed representations include state transition networks [Whitney], and-or
graphs [deMello and Sanderson], precedence diagrams [Prenting and Battaglin], Petri nets
[Drummond] , [Malcolm and Fothergill], and temporal constraints [Fox and Kempf, 1986b].
These and other representations are discussed in detM1 in another paper [Fox, 1987a]. The
remainder of this paper will focus on the derivation and analysis of temporal constraints.
The Derivation of Temporal Constraints
Allen defines 13 relationships that can exist between two intervals of time [Allen].
However, the serial execution o£ an assembly task T reduces the relationship between any
two steps to exactly two possibilities: Vx, y E T, (x < y) V (y < x) A -_((x < y) A (y < x))
(serial axiom) where the expression (x < y) denotes the constraint that step x must
strictly precede step y. In addition, the transitive nature of time determines the effect
of combinations of relationships: Vx, y, z E T, (x < y) A (y < z) ===>(x < z) (transitive
axiom).
The constraints which govern the execution of assembly task can be stated as a con-
junction of the relationships which exist between steps of the task. In some cases the order
of two steps is unconstrained and it is unnecessary to explicitly state their relationship. It
is simply assumed that their order of execution is governed by the serial axiom. In other
cases exactly one of the two possible orderings is required and it is sufficient to state that
relationship as a primitive constraint of the form (x < y). In more complicated cases the
necessary ordering over two steps will be conditional upon the ordering of other steps.
In such situations it will be necessary to state the relationships among these steps using
combinations of primitive constraint expressions and the logical operators A (and), V
(or), -_ (not), and ==> (implies).
The underlying physical relationships which determine the necessary temporal con-
straints are varied. While not exhaustive, a number of cases will be enumerated in order
to suggest the range of possibilities.
Some of the relationships between the objects to be manipulated determine enabling
conditions for steps of the assembly task. For example, the installation of a major com-
ponent of an assembly then enables the installation of those parts that are attached to or
supported by that part. In other situations, the necessary support for a part may be a
collection of other parts. In more complex cases there may exist multiple distinct strate-
gies or methods for completing an assembly and a given step may be enabled by different
conditions under each strategy.
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In a similar fashion, some of the relationships between the objects to be manipulated
determine disabling conditions for steps of the assembly task. In some cases the installation
of a part may prevent the subsequent installation of other parts. In other cases, the
installation of a part may be prevented by the installation of any one of several other
parts. Occasionally the destination for a part can be approached from several different
directions and the installation of that part will be disabled only after every one of several
other parts has been installed.
It is not unusual for some steps of the assembly to be temporarily disabled. For
example, the installation of a special jig may be necessary for some stage of an assembly
but it may interfere with some otherwise admissible operations. Those operations must
be performed either before the installation of the jig or after its removal but they are
impossible while it is in place. In other cases the assembly may go through fragile or
unstable states when forceful or agitating operations should be avoided. Although they
may be otherwise enabled, the rough operations should either precede or follow all of the
delicate operations.
The specification of an assembly task begins with an analysis of the objects to be
manipulated and the operations to be performed. That analysis will reveal the significant
physical relationships which enable and disable the various operations. The result of that
analysis will be a logical formula composed of primitive ordering constraints of the form
(x < y) and the logical operators A (and), V (or),--1 (not), and _ (implies). Example
assembly tasks are presented elsewhere [Fox 1987a],[Fox and Kempf, 19865].
While this analysis may be a human activity, the translation of physical relation-
ships into temporal constraints can be automated to a certain degree. Common physical
relationships can be catalogued along with methods for translating them into temporal
constraints. The catalogue implemented by the author includes the generic relationships
enabled-by, disabled-by, and prohibited-by as well as more specific relationships such as
supported-by, and attached-to. These are translated into temporal constraints by simple
macro substitution.
The specification process is not without difficulty. It is possible that a significant
relationship among the parts or operations to be performed will be encountered which
has not been previously catalogued. In that case the analyst must directly produce a
formula which defines the admissible ordering of the operations involved. There is also
the possibility that the analyst will overlook some significant constraint or erroneously
include some unnecessary constraint. Some of these difficulties can be avoided by deriving
temporal constraints from an analysis of certain significant states of the given task [Fox,
1987b].
The Derivation of Subtasks, Strategies, and Sequences
Given a task composed of a set of activities and a temporal constraint expression which
governs their execution, it is quite simple to partition the activities into independent sub-
tasks. First, extract all of the primitive constraints that occur in the given constraint
expression (regardless of the logical structure of the formula). Then, for each primitive
constraint (x < y), construct the constraint (x _ y) which denotes the fact that x is
related to y. The relation _ is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, thereby satisfying the
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requirements of an equivalence relation. Next, form the closure of the equivalence relation
defined by _. Each of the resulting equivalence classes contains only activities that are
related by some combination of ordering constraints. Moreover, there are no ordering
constraints which cross the boundaries of the equivalence classes. Hence, the execution of
the given task can be treated as the interleaved execution of multiple independent subtasks
as defined by the equivalence classes.
Given a task composed of a set of activities and a temporal constraint expression
which governs their execution, it is a non-trivial task to construct a feasible execution se-
quence. It is simple to demonstrate that the problem of determining the satisfiability of an
arbitrary temporal constraint expression is NP-Complete and the process of determining
an admissible first step is NP-Hard. However, some temporal constraint expressions are
easy to analyze. Any task which can be represented by a conjunction of primitive con-
straints (i.e., a strict partial order) can be analyzed and sequenced by simple polynomial
time algorithms. Although not every task can be reduced to such a simple representation,
every task can be represented as the union of a set of conjunctive plans (i.e., a disjunction
of conjunctions of primitive constraints) which together cover every admissible sequence
of operations. Most algorithms which can be applied to conjunctive constraint expressions
can be adapted to the more general disjunctive normal form.
Given an arbitrary temporal constraint expression, an equivalent disjunctive normal
form constraint expression can be produced by purely algebraic means. Since this is an
NP-Complete language, there are two hidden perils associated with this process. If simple,
direct methods are used to create the disjunctive normal form, then the size of the resulting
expression can be prohibitively large; if more sophisticated methods are used to produce
the smallest possible disjunctive normal form, then the time required may be prohibitive.
For many problems, careful use of heuristic methods reported previously [Fox 1987a] yield
a reasonably small disjunctive normal-form constraint expression in a reasonable amount
of time.
The disjunctive normal form of a given temporal constraint expression has several im-
portant interpretations. Like the original constraint expression, it still represents the task
to be accomplished; it still represents the constraints over the the individual operations
to be performed; and it still implicitly represents the set of admissible sequences for per-
forming those operations. The added interpretation that can be applied to the disjunctive
normal form is that each conjunctive clause can be interpreted as a strategy for performing
the given task. This can be particularly useful to engineers responsible for designing and
managing the execution of complex tasks. They can first focus on the constraints over the
constituent operations. Then they can verify and refine the specification of the task by
analyzing the admissible strategies which are produced by this normalization. Methods
for analyzing the resulting strategies are presented elsewhere [Fox, 1987a].
The normalization and analysis described above serves only one purpose: the pro-
duction of a set of constraints which circumscribe the admissible sequences over a set of
operations and the transformation of those constraints into a form suitable for processes
of sequencing. The sequence of operations can be determined off-line, prior to execution
time, according to expected run-time conditions; or on-line, at execution time, according
to actual run-time conditions.
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A feasible sequence of operations under a single strategy can be derived from the
process of pebbling the nodes of a directed acyclic graph derived from that strategy. Each
step of the task is translated into a node of the graph and each primitive ordering constraint
(x < y) is translated into a directed arc from node x to node y. Pebbling is governed
by a single rule: a node can be pebbled only if all of its predecessor nodes have been
previously pebbled. An initial node, with no predecessors, can be pebbled at any time. By
analogy, the set of steps that can be executed next in some state of the task correspond
exactly to the set of nodes that can be pebbled next in the analagous state of the graph.
The process is complete when all the nodes are covered. The set of all possible pebbling
sequences is identical to the set of all possible execution sequences for that strategy. Simple
methods have been developed which extend the pebbling analogy to the execution of a task
composed of multiple strategies [Fox, 1987a].
Conclusion
A method for representing robotic assembly tasks based upon temporal constraints
has been presented. Methods for deriving those constraints from enabling and disabling
physical relationships have been summarized along with methods for factoring a task into
independent subtasks, strategies, and feasible sequences of operations.
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